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InSync® CL 
Lock Usage Instructions 

 
 
 
InSync® CL locks (configured for common areas) have no thumbturn. Common area locks are typically 
kept locked to prevent access without a key. 
 

Exterior Exterior Interior

1 21. Fully insert your RFID key into the lock port. 
  
2. Wait until the GREEN light flashes once. 2. Wait until the GREEN light flashes once. 
  
3. Rotate the lever downward to retract the 

latch bolt and the deadbolt to open the door. 
3. Rotate the lever downward to retract the 

latch bolt and the deadbolt to open the door. 
  
  
  
Frequently Asked Questions Frequently Asked Questions 
  
1. What do I need to operate the InSync® CL Common Area lock? 1. What do I need to operate the InSync

Your property’s management issues RFID keys that operate your unit 
lock and individual InSync® CL locks (if management has granted 
access).  

Your property’s management issues RFID keys that operate your unit 
lock and individual InSync

® CL Common Area lock? 

® CL locks (if management has granted 
access).  

  
2. How does the InSync CL lock work? 2. How does the InSync CL lock work? 

The RFID key communicates unique and encrypted access codes to the lock via radio frequency (RF) 
signals. 
The RFID key communicates unique and encrypted access codes to the lock via radio frequency (RF) 
signals. 
    

3. What does it mean when the RED light flashes and the InSync CL lock will not open? 3. What does it mean when the RED light flashes and the InSync CL lock will not open? 
Access has been denied because: Access has been denied because: 
• Management does not permit this key to open this lock • Management does not permit this key to open this lock 
• Entry was attempted during non-opening hours • Entry was attempted during non-opening hours 
• The key is expired or has been electronically disabled by management • The key is expired or has been electronically disabled by management 
  

4. What does it mean if the GREEN light flashes once, and this is followed by six RED flashes? 4. What does it mean if the GREEN light flashes once, and this is followed by six RED flashes? 
This sequence signals that the battery is low. Please report this to management to avoid a potential 
lockout. 
This sequence signals that the battery is low. Please report this to management to avoid a potential 
lockout. 
Note: Please report any other light signals to management to avoid a potential lockout. Note: Please report any other light signals to management to avoid a potential lockout. 
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